Additional area required for stockpiling (using cleared and disturbed area only, no vegetation clearing). No stockpiling or disturbance immediately adjacent to drainage lines.
Additional area required for access during culvert works (use of cleared disturbed area only, no vegetation clearing)
Project information

Scheduled premises boundary
Works Undertaken Near Waterways
Work within 50m of waterway aware area
Vegetation
Brigalow-Belah EEC

Base layers
Watercourse
Property boundary

Additional area required for access during culvert works (use of cleared disturbed area only, no vegetation clearing)

Additional area required for turnaround bay and storage lay down area (using cleared and disturbed area only, no vegetation clearing)

Additional area required for stockpiling, whole area would be used, only a proportion of the polygon (using cultivated section of paddock only, no vegetation clearing)
Area required to utilise existing track for site access rather than additional clearing inside Project corridor.

Area required for truck and vehicle turning bay.
Area required to utilise existing track for site access rather than additional clearing inside Project corridor.
Project information

Scheduled premises boundary

Clearing limit

Aboriginal heritage

AHIMS sites

Scarred tree and exclusion fencing (5m)

02-04-0024 site extent

Vegetation

Brigalow-Belah EEC

Base layers

- Watercourse
- Commonly wet
- Property boundary
Project information

- Scheduled premises boundary
- Clearing limit
- Aboriginal heritage
- Scarred tree and exclusion fencing (5m)

Base layers
- Watercourse
- Wetland - periodic inundation
- Property boundary
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Project information
- Scheduled premises boundary
- Works Undertaken Near Waterways
- Work within 50m of waterway aware area

Base layers
- Watercourse
- Wetland - periodic inundation
- Property boundary
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Additional areas required for turn around bays.
Additional area required for stockpiles (whole area won't be used, just in some locations as determined by site, similar to the stockpiles established for Stage 1)

Additional areas required for turn around bay
Additional area required to widen highway (within existing road corridor)

Additional areas required for turn around bay

Additional area required to utilise previously disturbed and cleared land for stockpiles, which area won’t be used, just small sections, similar to the stockpiles for Stage 1.
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- Project information
  - Scheduled premises boundary
  - Clearing limit
  - Approved ancillary compounds

- Base layers
  - Point of interest
  - Watercourse
  - Wetland - periodic inundation
  - Property boundary